Let A and B be two proper subsets of 77,, such that A + B ~= 2~,,. The Cauchy-Davenport Theorem states that IA + Br >/IAI + IBI -1 for a prime n. Chowla obtained a generalization for a composite n. Shatrowsky proved the following generalization of these two results.
INTRODUCTION
Addition theorems have many applications in analysis, number theory and combinatorics. The book by H. B. Mann [8] is an appropriate reference for these questions. We state some of these theorems below.
THEOREM 1.A (Cauchy-Davenport Theorem, [8, Corollary 1.2.3]). Let p be a prime number, and let A and B be two proper subsets of Zp such that A + B v s Ep. Then

IA + B[ ~> IA[ + [B[-1.
As mentioned by Cauchy, this result does not hold for composite n. However, Chowla proved the following generalization to composite numbers. Shatrowsky obtained the following generalization to infinite, not necessarily Abelian groups.
THEOREM 1.C (Shatrowsky [8]). Let G be a group, and let A and B be two proper subsets of G. ff A and B commute then [A U AB[>~Min [A[ + [B[-1, o(x); x e B, where o(x) is the order of x.
We improve Theorem 1.C as follows: Observe that the condition A UAB=A (B) is more precise than the relation
IA U ABI >1 v(B).
Addition theorems are intimately related to the theory of atoms of Cayley graphs studied in [4] [5] [6] [7] . This paper is an illustration of this method. We recall some definitions 249 0195-6698/92/040249 + 07 $02.00/0 O 1992 Academic Press Limited and results in Section 2. We also give complete proofs for the results that we need from theory of atoms for the reader's convenience. Our point of view is slightly different from that used in [4] [5] [6] [7] . In particular, we allow loops. This is convenient when dealing with addition theorems.
PRELIMINARIES
The cardinality of a set V will be denoted by IV[. The diagonal of V × V will be denoted by A(V).
By a graph we mean an ordered pair (V, E), where V is a set and E is a subset of
VxV.
Let X be a graph. The vertex (resp. edge)-set of X will be denoted by V(X) (resp. E(X) ). Let 
• V(X). We put N~c-,(A) --Nx(A). Similarly, we define dx(x).
We call dx(x) the indegree of x with respect to X. The graph X is said to be inregular if X -1 is outregular.
A graph X is said to be strongly connected if for all x,y •V(X), there is a (consistently directed) path from x to y. Note that a graph with one vertex and no edges is strongly connected. Let X be a graph. A subset C of V(X) such that X[C] is strongly connected and which is maximal with respect to this property is called a component of X. Notice that X is strongly connected iff X -1 is strongly connected. A finite proper subset A of V(X) is said to be a source (resp. sink) if Nx(A) = Q (resp.
N;(A) =-Q).
The following lemma is well known and easy. LEMMA 
A non-strongly connected finite graph contains at least two distinct components': one is a source and the other is a sink.
A graph is said to be locally finite if all its vertices have a finite outdegree and a finite indegree.
Let us give some definitions.
Let X be a non-complete locally finite graph, and let F be a finite subset of V(X). We say that F is a positive prefragment of X if F 4= O and F U N+(F)4= V(X). If IV(X)[ is infinite, then any finite non-empty set is a prefragment. Let F be a positive prefragment: we put P = V(X)\(F U N+(F)). A positive prefragment of X -1 is said to be a negative prefragment of X.
Let X be a strongly connected graph. The connectivity of X, denoted by r(X), is defined as follows: Let at(X) be the minimal cardinality of a positive fragment of X. Let a(X)= Min(a+(X), a+(X-1)). We now define the atoms.
Case 1: [V(X)I is finite. A positive (resp negative) fragment of X with cardinality a(X) is said to be a positive (resp. negative) atom of X. Notice that some finite graphs have no positive (resp. negative) atoms. 
PROOF. We clearly have A to N+ (A ) c F tO N+(F) 4: V (X).
[] [] LEMMA 2.5 [4] .
Let X be a non-complete locally finite graph and let A be a non-void subset of V(X). Then IN+(A)I i> Min(K(X), IV(X)LA[).
PROOF. This result is obvious if IV(X)[ is infinite. Assume the contrary and suppose
IN+(A)I <lV(S)kAI. It follows that V(X)4:A UN+(A).
In particular, X is a noncomplete graph. Therefore A is a positive prefragment of X. Hence K(X) <<-IN+(A)I .
[]
LEMMA 2.6[4]. Let X be a non-complete locally finite graph such that K(X)~O. Then K(X) ~<Min(d+(x); x ~ V(X)). Moreover, the equality holds iff X has a positive atom of cardinality 1.
PROOF. Let a be a vertex such that d+(a)= Min(d+(x); x ~ V(X)). Since X is non-complete we have d+(a)< IV(S)l -1. It follows that {a} is a positive prefragment of X. Therefore ~c(X)<~d+(a). The second part of the lemma follows from the definitions.
LEMMA 2.7. Let X be a non-complete finite graph such that to(X) 4: 0 and let F be a positive prefragment of X. Then Nx([ ~) c N~c(F). Moreover, [; is a negative prefragment of X.
PROOF. Take Y = X 1. By the definition, N~,(/7) = Nx(F). We have F n N~(/~) = O; otherwise P n Nfc(F) ~0. Therefore Nx(F) c N~(F). Hence 
F ~ V(X)\(F U N,~(P)). Therefore V(X) -(F U N~(P)) =/: 0.
[] 
We shall prove that A n P :/: Q.
Suppose the contrary. It follows that IV(X)[ is finite. We have IFI = IF AAI + [R3I IPNAI+IR41<IA[ (observe that AnFvsO).
By Lemma 2.9, P is a negative fragment . The relation IF[ < [A[ contradicts the definition of an atom.
We clearly have
We shall prove that A U F is a prefragment. This is obvious if IV(X)I is infinite.
Consider the case in which IV(S)l is finite. Relations (2) and (3) show that [] REMARK. This result shows that two distinct negative atoms are disjoint. Indeed, we have defined negative atoms only for finite graphs. In this case a negative atom is a positive atom of X -1.
(A U F) to N+(A U F) ~ V(X)
.
CAVLEV GRAPHS
We recall that a left coset modulo a subgroup H is a set of the form xH. The most interesting case of this result is the case in which B is a generating set. We state it below. , v(B) ). In particular, if IGI is infinite then IA t_I AB I >i IAI + Min (IBI, v(B) ).
